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A Preface

One of the main motives for me to join the IUSD program and go through this
interesting experience is a visit that I have conducted as a part of one of AYB’s
charity campaign in Izbet Abo-Qarn; One of Cairo’s informal areas. In that visit
I got a different perspective through a new window to the neighboring residents
of the Informal areas within Cairo. I must admit that I knew only shallow basic
information about them that highlights them as

a tumor that should be

removed from the society.
The Informal settlements are in my opinion one of Egypt’s treasures that should
be carefully dealt with in order to capitalize on the existing assets and solve the
pending and future problems related to it.
These so called ‘informal areas’ are proven to be self-sufficient, productive and
cooperative communities yet labeled by inaccurate and misleading notions
(some times by the government itself) like ‘crime zones

, Unemployment

settlements’ etc.
Within Those so called ‘informal areas’, I found persistence, solidarity,
creativity, advanced problem solving mechanisms , successful business models,
mutual care and strong social bonds.
IX

That visit was a turning point in my life that changed my point of view towards
the informal areas forever. Since then I became so eager to know more and dig
deeper in the topic of informality.
Finally I would like to quote the words of a woman in Izbet-Khairallah

:

‘We have solved our housing problem on our own, we have actually put some
load away from the government’s shoulders, we are marginalized by the
government though.. we just need our basic rights form the government …
and at least not to be labelled or marginalized by you (the others living in the
city)!
I hope that this research and many others can help to formulate the bricks of an
extended bridge to include our brothers and sisters who are living in the
informal areas back into the city. In addition, to give them back their rights by
amplifying their voices and scientifically analyzing their problems and propose
methods to solve them.
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Abstract
Informality is one of the most addressed topics in the present time especially in
the developing countries. The phenomenon have many causes that leads to the
insufficient formal housing market , forcing people to create their own solutions
to accommodate themselves through the informal housing. This phenomenon
emerged in the Egyptian context during the 195o’s.yet, The topic have got the
attention of the official government and a different paradigm in dealing with it
took place specially after the El-Doweiqa deadly rock fall in 2008 that took
place in Manshiyat Nasser. Since then, many interventions and strategies have
taken place to solve the phenomenon.one of them is the informal areas
upgrading approach.
The research aims to discuss the impact of upgrading strategy and the
interventions representing it from the resident’s perspective. That would give an
indicator of how the locals perceive those interventions and the other hidden
comments they may have in order to improve them in the future.
The research aim was achieved by the following methodology:
First by going through the literature of the informality topic in the first chapter.
Then the research discusses the urban development term and the relevant
related practices in the informal areas context in addition to a brief introduction
to relevant quality of life indicators to measure the development outcomes. The
case study chapter starts by choosing two case studies in the greater Cairo
region that had many interventions done by many actors identified as an in situ
development. The field work focused on getting the impressions and the
opinions of the residents of these areas through structured interviews done by
XV

the researcher. The structured interview was designed to tackle many aspects
including basic infrastructure, accessibility, Education, healthcare service and
work opportunities.
The research at the end concludes that the residents of the studied informal
areas were normally satisfied with the basic services provided to them.
However, there are still complains about the maintenance and the execution
quality in addition to the thrive for more services to be implemented.
At the end the research offers other points for further research in order to
answer other unaddressed questions and related aspects.
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Chapter1: Introduction and
methodology

Adequate housing is one of the essential rights that any citizen in this world
should have. As Basic as it may sound, the applicability of that on the ground is
so hard especially for the poor or the low-Income citizens. The inability to
provide the adequate housing for the previously mentioned social strata lead to
the emergence of the ‘Informal settlements.'
It is one of the most important phenomena that have to be dealt with from
different perspectives to solve it. Despite the surface of the phenomenon that
appears to have a prominent urban aspect, the roots extend to reflect
unbalanced economic and social aspects.
Poverty, Population growth, insufficient housing supply and mass migration
movements are the most common reasons responsible for this phenomenon.
The approaches that usually deals with the ‘informal settlements’ phenomenon
adopts one of two tracks that should be done in parallel. The first track is a
‘Reaction act’ to upgrade and enhance the existing Informal settlements either
physically by providing main essential services and infrastructure or by
relocating the residents in more adequate and legal buildings.
4

The other track is a ‘Preventive act’ that is usually concerned with long-term
measures to prevent the informal settlements from expansion and to eliminate
the reasons that made them formulate in the first place.

1.1. Research Questions
This research was mainly formulated in order to understand the Urban
development dynamics of the informal areas as the researcher had some issues
and concerns in mind that needed answers and these questions were branching
from the main research question which is:
‘Have the different upgrading measures and interventions been
done in the informal areas, lead them to evolve and develop? and, if
so how the locals perceive that development?’
In order to answer that broad question, it should be broken down to smaller
easier questions to answer.
What are the different strategies to deal with the informal areas in Egypt?
What are the different measures that could be tracked and spotted in the study
areas?
How the change in living standards could be measured and monitored?
What is the current to answer this broad question, the starting point was to dig
into the literature to find the definitions of the different involved terms? The
first step was to know more about informality phenomenon; it is different
definitions and the connection to the practice. Hence to know how the problem
have been localized in the Egyptian context.
The second step was to find out more about the Urban development notion. The
definitions, what it implies. Then to identify the different types of the
development and the involved various stakeholders. The stakeholders include
5

the residents themselves, the government or and other supporting external
agents. For that also the types of interventions vary accordingly. The research
also tried to simplify and categorize the different measures following three main
paradigms. These paradigms have guiding ideologies different approaches in
dealing with that problem internationally and then locate the Egyptian case in
context and finding out which the used approach. Finally comparing the results
of the different measures or projects. The previous procedure was a direct
consequence of the following sequential questions.
•

What is the informal areas different definitions ?

•

What are the driving reasons for the informal areas existence?

•

What are the different approaches to deal with informal areas?

•

How the different roles of informal areas development are distributed
among the different stakeholders?

•

What are the informal areas’ residents reviews about the various
measures that have taken place aiming to enhance their living
conditions in the study areas?

•

What could hinder some upgrading interventions and make it
underrated according to the recipients’ point of view ?

1.2. Research Objective

This research aims mainly to answer the main research question assess the
Urban development practice -done by the government with the cooperation of
the different partners- in the informal areas based on the feedback of the end
user. The idea behind that assessment is to provide a complete review of the
situation and to define the strength and weak points to improve the future
performance. That idea is similar to the post-occupancy surveys usually done
after the implementation of new projects.

6

In order to get insights into the development process in the Egyptian context, a
comparative analysis will be done cross-cutting two main cases based on the
urban development criteria that was developed through the literature review of
urban development notion and the relevant practices in this field.

1.3. Research Methodology

In order to carry out this research two methods were used. The first on is the
literature review of the relevant publications and the official documents that
have been done in relevance to the informality issue either from an academic or
practical point of view. That included the definitions of the slum areas
according to the UN habitat and the definition of different related terms such as
-Informality, unsafe and Unplanned-form the Egyptian state point of view.
Starting from the history of the informality problem worldwide and the
formulation of slums, the research goes on to highlight the similarities with the
Egyptian case. In addition to that the notion of the Urban development
generally and the slum upgrading specifically was addressed through literature
review of relate documents from the Un and other agents like (GIZ as well as
the Egyptian law of 2006 about the adequate housing for all the Egyptians).
Then the research took two parallel but complimentary lines of investigating the
problem and what have been done from the different agents to solve it. The first
line was the officials and the representatives of different governmental bodies
involved in the issue and that have been done through attending two
conferences concerned with the issue (6th International Conference: Towards a
Regional Agenda for Habitat III organized by Cairo university and The First
Egyptian urban forum) which gave in depth insight to the academic latest
contributions and the latest practices connected to the field of Informal areas
‘Ashwayaat’. These two conferences gave the researcher the chance to have an
overview based on the experiences of the experts and officials that was essential
to understand the process from the government and the state point of view. The
second parallel line of the research was to try to address the informal areas
7

upgrading from the service recipients’ point of view who are in this case some of
the Informal areas ‘Ashwayaat’ residents. That point of view has been explored
through conducting structured interviews with the residents to get the
satisfaction rates of each provided service in each of the selected case studies.
This went side by side with having quick profiling of the selected case studies
Using GIZ and ISDF documents for Manshiyat Nasser area as well as ICS
module publications of the IUSD III and TADAMUN website for Izbet
Khairallah area. That fast profiling aimed to map the development timeline as
well as the physical interventions done in the case studies.

1.4. Research limitations
The research faced several limitations and in the following points they will be
briefly mentioned:
•

The first limitation is the lake of transparency. Although the
Egyptian constitution states that the right to information is
guaranteed for all the Egyptian citizens as stated in subject 68
(Egyptian constitution,2014) , Most of the governmental bodies
makes the access to information a hard process and sometimes
impossible

for

the

normal

citizen

or

researcher.

The researcher was aware of the problem specially that

the

majority of the resources that have been used and analyzed in
this thesis are considered ‘grey literature’ that including web
published

reports

organizations

and
or

publications
International

of

governmental
organizations.

In that sense the researcher found out while asking some
residents, that (MoURIS) have made a similar survey to what the
researcher have carried out but with a larger sample size that is
more representative. However, the data could not be acquired by
the researcher when he asked about it or even got any hints of
what was the intended use of the data.
8

•

The second limitation is the lake of exact figures about
population of the informal areas in general and especially in
Izbet Khairallah area as it is divided between three districts and
the numbers in each district do not represent the geographical
boarders of the study area as the numbers available represent a
bigger part of the district.

•

The third limitation is the small sample size. Since there are
no accurate figures of the population numbers in both case
studies, the sample could be not representative for the entire
community, but it was tailored to serve the aim of this
exploratory research. In order to cover the small sample size, the
samples were taken from scattered zones following a certain
methodology that will be explained later in this research in the
investigated areas to insure maximum reliability in the sample.

9

1.5. Chapters overview
The first chapter provided an introduction to this thesis by defining the
researcher background and motives behind this research then stating the
corresponding research questions and the research limitations as well as
providing an overview of the research plan.
The second chapter then provided the necessary literature background for the
reader to understand the informality in general as well as giving a deeper
overview of the term in the Egyptian context. The chapter then went though the
main events that fostered the informal housing practice in the Egyptian case as
well as stating the different challenges that must be tackled or taken in
consideration when putting any plans to face that urban phenomena The entire
mentioned process and methodology is presented in a graphical way in the
following figure.
The third chapter also provided a literature review for the Urban development
term and the necessary definitions related to the term. The chapter then gave an
overview of the spontaneous urban development that usually take place in the
informal areas and the different development approaches. Finally, the chapter
provides a recap using a concluding chart.
The fourth chapter is the case study That includes the field work methodology
and the used tools in order to collect the data and the comparative analysis of
the collected data. The results part was divided into three subsections that
represent the three main sectors were targeted by the field investigation.
The fifth and the last chapter discusses all the results and concludes the whole
research in order to put final recommendations and suggestions for further
research points .

10
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Chapter2: Informality
2.1. Introduction to Informality

Informality according to oxford dictionary means ‘Relaxed, friendly, or
unofficial style or nature; absence of formality’ (Oxford English Dictionary,
2015).for that the abstract term shows a more positive meaning ,yet in practice
the term is usually perceived as a negative one , it is a well-known issue in the
modern history. In fact this problem is driven from the fact that more than half
of the world’s population lives in cities and this percentage is expected to hit the
66% by 2050 (UN, 2014).
This chapter will showcase main definitions that are essential to understand the
notion of informal housing. Some essential keywords that are directly
connected to the notion will be discussed such as Adequate housing and
Informal areas types. The chapter will then go more in depth to the Egyptian
case and the Informal settlements as one of the post industrial revolution
results. At the end the chapter will conclude the main reasons and factors that
lead to the emergence of this phenomenon in the Egyptian context.as well as the
related challenges and implications of that Urban phenomenon.

12

The informal housing phenomenon have appeared first in the pioneer
industrial communities specifically in England due to the attractiveness of the
industrial cities for the labor segment. In London city for example and in the
beginning in of the 19th century; the population numbers got a huge boost in a
short time. For example, London city’s population doubled in the period
between 1800-1850 (Flanders, n.d.; UN-Habitat, 2003b)
The increasing numbers of population in such cities made a big pressure on the
infrastructure existed at that time as well as increasing the demand for cheap
housing (Mike, 2004; Salheen, 2005; Sims, 2010). These rapid demands could
not be provided by the state which had no capacity to cope with them in the
needed time. Therefore, the emergence of the parallel informal housing market
was a must to contain the escalating housing demand.(Arimah, 2001).
The terminology of informal housing differs throughout the literature. ‘Slum
areas, Informal settlements, popular housing, squatter areas or shanty towns’
are all various terms of the same Urban phenomenon with slight differences.
According to (UN Habitat, 2007, p. 1),The ‘Slum household’ term is defined as
“a group of individuals living under the same roof that have one or more of the
following conditions:
•

insecure residential status.

•

inadequate access to safe water.

•

inadequate access to sanitation and other infrastructure.

•

poor structural quality of housing and overcrowding.”

The above mentioned conditions were also revised and more conditions were
added in fact sheet 21 by (UN-Habitat, 2009) such as:
13

•

the affordability of the housing unit.

•

the accessibility for the different services like schools, health care
facilities and social facilities.

•

The cultural adequacy which takes in account the ability of selfexpression in terms of the different cultural identities.

Informality became a worldwide phenomenon specially in the developing
countries. In which people moved to the capitals and industrial cities where
most of the industries and trade usually had taken place(Khalifa, 2011a; Mike,
2004; Sims, 2010). As a result, informal areas emerged also to supply the rapid
demand in housing paralleled with the failure of the state to provide affordable
formal residential units in such rate. As a result, the local governments had to
intentionally keep their eyes away and allow them to grow informally as long as
they are expanding on low value lands (Mike, 2004).
Especially when the city expands and gets so close or even expand over those
previously neglected informal areas. Usually by time the city needs to expand
and acquire new lands. The result of that is the increasing value of the empty or
abandoned lands in the adjacent areas .Despite the informal areas normally lack
different essential needs such as sanitation, healthy built environment and
sufficient infrastructure, these areas where chosen by the people for some other
qualities such as the speculated proximity to the city center or the availability of
nearby roads and formal infrastructure.
At that point, the clash happens between the state to add more ‘formal’ lands for
expansion, and the informal settlers to consolidate lobby to improve their built
environment. A perspective that shows the problem as a land acquisition
struggle .(Mike, 2004; Samper, 2012)
The problem of informal areas is usually dealt with from the Urban perspective
as it represents a deteriorated urban aspect that usually impacts the city image
(Mike, 2004; Roy, 2002; Samper, 2012).It wasn’t until the 1970s that the
14

informality was dealt with in literature from an economical point of view as an
economy of survival for the urban poor.(AlSayyad, 2004; Herrle & Fokdal,
2011).
For that, the research will expose some of the related economic and political
dynamics connected to the urbanization that had a significant influence on the
informality practice in general and the housing market in particular in the
Egyptian context.
Informal areas, in general, has no definite definition that could be fixed to
standardize the practice all over the world. On the contrary; the informal areas
take different physical shapes and hide different dynamics that varies from
country to country. Else more, it can differ in the same country. (UN-Habitat,
2003a).
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2.2. Informality in Egypt

Although slum areas could be defined as areas that lack one or more of the four
previously mentioned depreciations, the slum areas in North Africa is of a
different type and shape than the general concession about slums worldwide.
Slums in this region are mostly safe and have robustly built structures yet lakes
either sufficient basic infrastructure or legal land titling or both combined(UN
Habitat, 2007). For that, the Egyptian slums is not a different case. Generally,
they have well developed social and physical structures and represents a widely
spread practice among many of the city residents.

Figure 2 Proportion of slum households in developing regions
source: UN-Habitat 2005, Urban indicators program phase III
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2.2.1. Facts and definitions
The definition of the informal areas in Egypt is a dubious topic. As the
definition of slums ‘Ashwa’iyyat’ have different interpretations. According to the
Egyptian Building Unified Law No.119/2008 (The Egyptian building code), the
term is not directly mentioned instead the term ‘unplanned ‘appeared. Defined
as:’ Areas developed in contradiction with planning and building laws and
regulations’ (MTI & GOGPO, 2009).

Figur
e 3 The Different types of informal areas
source:(AUC, 2014)

That definition was mainly concerned with the building condition in relation to
the legal status. That also meant that all the households that does not comply
with the building code goes under the informal areas and that means 15.7
million (i.e. nearly 22.3% of population) are included in that definition.
The problem was that it was a huge number and also included well-established
households that only lake either permits or even deteriorated old buildings that
needs maintenance etc. (Howeidy et al., 2009)
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According to Faramawy & Algohary (2010), ISDF replaced the ambiguous
Arabic term ‘Ashwa’iyyat’ by the two terms: unplanned and unsafe. According
to this classification, 60% of the urban areas in Egypt are considered as
‘unplanned’ as they don’t follow the building regulations (Izbet-Haganna and
the other four mega slums are included within this category), and 5% are
considered as ‘unsafe areas’ which share the same physical appearance with
‘slums’.

2.2.2. Types of informal areas
The informal urbanization in Egypt took many shapes and forms and could be
concluded in the following types:
•
In the morning of the 6th of September 2008 Egypt woke up facing a tragic
catastrophe in El-Deweika area located in Manshiyat Nasser. A rockslide in that
marginalized area lead to the death of 110 people in addition to hundreds who
were reported missing (Ahram Online, 2014). This catastrophe dropped a
bombshell and made an aggressive shake in the way the Egyptians deal with
Informal areas in general and the unsafe areas specifically on both the official
and popular scales. The momentum of the accident induced the government to
Establish an entity to make fast track interventions aiming to prevent the
occurrence of similar incidents.
To achieve that goal, a presidential decree No. 305 called for the establishment
of an entity that is responsible for making a complete database about all the
informal areas in Egypt and their different categorizations. The unsafe areas
were put on the top of the priorities in order to relocate them to safe areas.
The result of that was the establishment of named Informal Settlement
Development Fund (ISDF) as a funding and monitoring institution. In order to
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channelize the recommendations and the required actions easier and faster to
the corresponding governmental bodies, The ISDF was directly operating under
the authority of the Egyptian cabinet, headed by the minister of local
development.

Figure 4 Deweika Rockslide in Manshiyat Nasser
Source: Al-Ahram newspaper 7th September 2008

In addition to that, The ISDF had on board representatives from the following
six ministries: Electricity and Energy, Finance, International Cooperation, Local
Development,

Social Solidarity and

Housing

& Urban Development.

Additionally, three experts and three representatives from the private sector,
from NGOs and civil society organizations are included (Presidential Decree,
2008; article: 3).
That was the first political acknowledgement of the problem and the first formal
institution to deal with the problem in an official systematic way apart from
being a fragment of the national housing program(Khalifa, 2015)
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The unsafe areas were classified into four grades, deduced from ‘slum’ UNHabitat criteria see figure (4), in order to determine level of intervention
urgency. It ranges from grade (1), which is characterized by the highest priority
and risk, to grade (4), which is mainly related to tenure security.

Figure 5 The ISDF criteria in comparison to The UN-habitat criteria.
Source: (Sims, 2010)

Thirty-five areas in Egypt were classified as grade (1), 35 areas, Residents living
in these areas were threatened by flooding, high voltage cables, unstable
geological structures. Accordingly, communities living in such areas should be
relocated to other safe locations.
Within grade (2), 281 areas, with unsuitable housing conditions, could be
classified. Number of areas affected by health related risks is 68 which are
categorized as grade (3). Twenty areas belong to grade (4) where tenure is
unstable.
Consequently, there were 404 unsafe areas in Egypt where according to(Khalifa,
2011b), around 1.1. million people live. As higher grades revoke the lower ones,
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dwellings in grade (1) could also be influenced by the other three lower grades.
In 2011, the number of unsafe areas was reduced to 383 and reached 365 in
2013 and then to 347 in year 2016 according to ISDF annual report.
The following figure shows the numbers of the unsafe areas of the 2016 and
their distribution among the four categories.

Figure-6 The Unsafe /Unplanned classification of the Informal areas according to The ISDF
Source: Dr.Mohab El-Refaie’s lecture based on the ISDF annual report 2016

2.2.3. Informal areas timeline in Egypt.

This part of the chapter is dedicated to understand the informal areas
phenomenon

and

its

development

in

the

Egyptian

context.

The informal areas as a practice emerged after the WWII in small numbers and
started The informal areas in In order to understand the local triggers and the
different reformations that took place in the Egyptian context, The researcher
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draw a simple timeline with the major events and policies that fostered the
informal

areas

development

process.

The following paragraph contains the main events that affected the pace of the
informal areas growth in the Egyptian context.
♦ 1952 Revolution (Nasser in power):
The problem dates back when the political transformation in the Egyptian state
occurred after the 1952 revolution. The state before that date was a kingdom
with a governmental housing arm that builds housing besides paving the way
for other private sector investors to also invest in housing. The market was in a
balancing state between the supply and demand and had the required variety to
fulfill the market needs (Séjourné et al., 2009).
Shortly after the revolution many constitutional reformations occurred and the
state mainly transformed to the presidential system. The revolution made many
developmental projects and interventions that mainly focused on the industrial
sector besides the redistribution of the agricultural lands among the farmers.
They turned from workers to owners to the land they used to work on.(Sims,
2010)
This political sudden change made many changes in the market dynamics and
made it finally move towards an aggressive urbanization process in both rural
and urban areas. Combined with a fixed rent law (known as the old renting
law), were strong reasons for the complete stop of the private housing sector
leaving the national housing program alone to face all the market demands in
addition to the flourishment of the informal housing sector specially on the
agricultural land (Khalifa, 2011a)
♦ 1967 The six days’ war (The defeat):
In the 5th of June 1967 the Arab united army took a heavy defeat by the Israeli
army marking a turning point in the history of the area on different sectors.
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The result of that war was the loss of Sinai and the migration of many canal
cities’ residents to other more stable cities. Being the capital, Cairo received
most of the migrants and due to the lake of funds to the national housing
program, many of them settled the peripheral areas of the capital using shakes
an primitive shelters. The priority back then were mostly directed to the war
efforts and so as most of the country’s financial resources.(Alfiky, 2014).
♦ 1973 The victory and the open door policy:

In that year, the United Arab army lead by the Egyptian army, have succeeded
to regain back the power balance in the area. Egypt tried hard to reclaim back
the land the was seized during the six days’ war. However, on an economical
side, the oil weapon was used that lead to the increase in its importance as well
as its price. Major sector of Egyptians who wanted to enhance their living
standards headed to the oil neighboring countries to work. The result was a
huge increase in the foreign currency that was pumped back to Egypt and were
invested mainly in the housing market. The formal market was neither as
affordable or as variable as the informal market. So most of the money flow was
directed to this market and caused a constant expansion and growth on both
agricultural lands and new a desert area.(Khalifa, 2011b)
The pace slowed down in the mid 1980’s not due to the government policies to
introduce new towns in the desert, but because of the oil prices drop. That
collaborated with the instability in the Gulf area caused by the Iraq-Kuwait war
to reduce the flow of Egyptian workers to the Gulf area. However, in the 1990’s
the market was still very dynamic but with a slower growth rate mostly because
of the decrease in the population growth rate from 2.8% per year between 1976
and 1986, to 1.9% per year between 1986 and 1996) The government tried to
seize that development by several moves. The major one was the Military
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Decrees 1 and 7, which forbids encroachment on agricultural land.(Séjourné et
al., 2009).

♦ 25th of January revolution:
In that date many Egyptians have expressed their anger and the feeling of
depression due to many seizes to the freedom of speech and political
representation. That felling was sparked by the bad economic conditions for the
average person and the hope for a better life.
The incidents followed marked the absence of the government from the scene
and the absence of all the security systems represented by the police which lead
many people to squat on agricultural and desert and even state owned land to
take advantage of the situation and make a fast profit by selling them to people
to form a protection for their investments from possible future threats.
By 2014 the government started to pay attention to that important topic by
promoting the ISDF to be a separate ministry with the same structure working
with the ministry of housing and under the direct supervision of the prime
minster. The mandate was to prepare strategic plan to deal with the informal
areas and give technical support and assistance and implement measures to
upgrade the informal areas through other governmental bodies However in
2016 it was dissolved again in the ministry of housing.
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2.2.4. Informal areas Challenges

The informal areas in Egypt face different challenges such as :
•

The lack of infrastructure and basic urbans services specially the new
areas.

•

The inadequate and unhuman housing that have in some cases high
density.

•

Suffering from pollution and non-resilient structures towards natural
hazards.

•

The Unemployment and poverty.

•

Health problems and illiteracy.

•

The lack of security of tenure in most of the cases.

So after being exposed to the informal areas definitions and the history and the
reasons behind the phenomenon in the Egyptian context, The next Chapter
explores the notion of the Urban development in the informal areas with a
special focus on the Egyptian context.

0

1

2

Chapter3: Urban Development in
informal areas.

3.1. What is the urban development?
The urban development is a term that is widely used in the urban planning
literature, to serve the end goal of the urban planning which is to assure the
natural and continues extension of the city. The term according to the Urban
Development

Department

of

Sociology

and

Human

Geography:

It is defined aspects of the extension or the growth of the city. This growth
makes development of the new occupied area in different aspects such as social,
cultural, economic and physical development (“Urban Development Department of Sociology and Human Geography,” n.d.).

From the previous definition the urban development process is a spontaneous,
unstoppable process. That process puts an increasing pressure on the existing
cities as they are the main host for the rapid urbanization process. That rapid
urbanization mostly occurs in an exponential rate in the developing countries
mainly due to two main common reasons the first one is the natural growth rate
and the second one is the increasing internal migration from the rural
areas.(Moser, 1978).
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The result of that rapid urbanization is that the big cities were forced to accept
new numbers of inhabitants and to offer them the basic needs to live
adequately. This usually was manageable at the beginning of these waves but
after a while it not the case as the urbanization policies that was paired by
small, not sufficient numbers of corresponding services and housing projects
that should be financed by the government. These policies also were relying on
the existing private market dynamics to bridge the needed gaps in these
services. This expected role of the big cities raised an important question
concerning the process and how the expected development should happen? and
if there are different approaches to insure and plan this development which of
them is suitable ?
As the normal case of such development the planning agencies in the state
driven from the decision makers are required to plan for the future
development as well as reconsidering the plans that have been put to the
existing boundaries of the city.
This normally happen as a prevention strategy to stop the land squatting action.
Unfortunately, most of the time unlike what happens on ground. And on a
continues race towards a sustainable resilient community, the hard part comes
while trying to achieve a sustainable urban development is while defining what
to sustain and what is the main concern to emphasize on focus on?
In the Urban development discussion usually there is an agreement about the
term sustainable urban development while as an abstract term. however, the
main disagreement comes when interpreting this term. (Pugh, 1996)
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For that there are generally two main schools concerning interpreting the
term.one of them is concerned with conservation and the other one is
concerned with meeting human needs. From these two possible interpretations,
strategies, programs and plans are formulated to answer simply the question of
what to sustain while development. (ibid)
The review of literature about Urban development shows different opinions
about the term and its origin from the state point of view. However, In order to
get the full picture, the other part of the story should be examined. What about
the development that comes from within the informal areas themselves ?
how do these areas rise from small scattered shakes to complete consolidated
communities ? Those two questions are answered in the following part.

3.2. How Spontaneous Urban development take place in
informal areas ?
The urban development in the mega cities like Cairo is usually induced by the
huge investments that are pumped in to develop and maintain it’s
infrastructure.
This concept and market dynamics relies on a strong local government to
invest in expanding and maintain the infrastructure as well as a strong tax
system and billing system in order to close the cycle and regenerate the spent
investments.
This simple system usually suffers either by a weak/corrupted local government
or by an insufficient tax system. That leads to the deterioration of the provided
services and the inability to extend them in other areas or to drain the national
income to support this sector eating away the basic principles of
decentralization and community justice.
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‘cities that provide better public services are more likely to attract more taxpaying households and businesses’. (Boex, Edwards, Joel, & Lane, 2014).
For that matter, the alternative cheap way to overcome the inability to offer
affordable services to the poor or the new job seekers, is to turn to the informal
market. The focus here is the informal housing market.(Samper, 2012)

So in general, every informal area usually follow a model with seven major steps
as mentioned by Jota Samper when describing the development process of
Medellin. Despite the fact that these steps can’t be generalized in all of its
details, they can describe well most of the cases; specially the presented case
studies in this thesis. For that, this model was adopted to describe the history of
the case studies. The seven steps however have been modified and tailored –
when needed-to better fit the Egyptian case. The seven steps of the informal
areas foundation are:
1.

The land acquisition: In that step usually the new settlers ask the
owners by the ‘hand claiming process’1 who virtually owns the land and
manages it, for their approval to divide the land and to start squatting in
the area.
Note that the chosen land in the beginning have a low or zero value but
still located on a road that connects it to the main city.

1

The ‘hand claiming’ is a process that is inspired by Sharia that gives the right
of ownership to those who have settled any deserted land and started to bring
people to live there.
It was first
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2. The attacks from public/private entities: The state or the entitled
private investor tries to remove the people form the new location by
destroying their newly built shacks.
3. Community growth and capacity building: The early settlers try to
bring more settlers with similar
situation to support their position.
This is usually done by inviting
families and friends either form
nearby

areas

or

from

their

hometowns welling to have a good
access to the city.
4. The fight back: In this step, the
community seeks a second wave of
settlers to foster their position as
with bigger numbers the attacks that
is trying to evict them are expected to
reduce

dramatically

due

to

the

stronger opposition.
5. The Victory :In this stage the
community reaches tangible ways to
consolidate and organize their lines
to reach out to higher levels in the
state usually by active and educated
members within the community and
starts to advocate for their case. That
Figure 8 steps of Informal areas creation

step usually takes time as it involves source: Author based on (Samper, 2012)
many weapons such as the media,
political

parties,

human

rights

organizations and even prosecuting
the state.
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6. Community consolidation: The settlers start to consolidate the
building structures and expand more on nearby lands besides providing
infrastructure and other main services like markets, kindergartens,
schools , public spaces etc (…).
7. Integration or disappearance: The informal settlement reaches a
state when one of the two scenarios is more likely to happen : The
integration or the disappearance.
The integration state is reached when the community blends in within
the city and connects to its sources, the settlement by then should have
been extended and densified to a point when destroying it becomes
unfeasible. (Mike, 2004)
The disappearance on the other hand happens when the pressure form
the sate/private sector escalates. At any stage this pressure could lead to
the cleansing of this settlement due to either the political well or
unexceptional rise of the land price –caused by any rising investment
opportunity- or both combined. (ibid)
At that stage the state reaction towards the informal settling practices is what
determines their future to a great extent. So back to the state point of view the
following part elaborates more about the different possible approaches.

3.3. What are the Different approaches in developing and
dealing with informal areas?

There are different types of interventions and approaches to deal with the
informal areas from the official point of view.
Going through the different literature and practices, Three main approaches
could be concluded:
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3.3.1. Redevelopment:
This paradigm is amongst the oldest approaches and is based on a
medical metaphor that is describing the unplanned development as a
tumor that should be destroyed and replaced by planned and organized
development. This paradigm was influenced by Haussmann’s planning
practices across Europe.(Mike, 2004)
The main advantage of that approach is that it eliminates the danger
that may come from poorly constructed structures or nearby natural or
man-made hazards. On the other hand, the main disadvantage could be
the elimination of the original fabric in addition to disregarding of the
existing

socioeconomic

bonds

and

dynamics

that

could

be

damaged.(Abdelhalim, 2010).
This approach includes two modes of interventions:
•

On site redevelopment: Complete replacement of the area by
gradual tear down of the existing structures and the construction
of new alternative housing. That mode works best in case of
deteriorated housing , irregular fabric or land with no tenure.(
Egyptian example : Masaken zenhom in Manshiyat Nasser

•

Relocation: This is a radical intervention that eliminates the
physical structure as well as locating the new settlement in a new
far away area.
Egyptian example: Masaken Othman in 6th of October that
inhabited relocated people from Manshiyat Naser and Ezbet
Khairallah.
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3.3.2. Urban Upgrading:
In this approach, the settled areas are dealt with as a strong asset that
could not be simply replaced or located. That could be due to either a
strong cultural asset such as old or historic ye deteriorated Urban cores,
or a huge agglomerate that the relocation cost becomes un feasible
anymore. The main advantage of such approach is preserving the local
identity and existing urban fabric. Also poses a chance for a more
mature socio cultural development.(Abdelhalim, 2010; Pugh, 1996;
Samper, 2012)
The disadvantage of it on the other hand is the requirement of long term
negotiations and plans to prioritize and precisely study and asses the
needs of the inhabitants and that could be a long and frustrating process
for both sides.
This approach includes several modes of interventions such as :
•

Servicing the informal areas: to provide the main basic
infrastructure to the areas by enhancing accessibility, fresh water
and sanitation and that mode is normally the basic step in the
urban upgrading to create a platform for other socio economic
interventions. and that was done in many cases in the Egyptian
context in many cases since the 1990’s.

•

Sectoral Development: In that mode the development
focuses

on

a

particular

sector

usually

in

consolidated

communities. For that all the focus from both the state and the
different international agents are united to serve that goal.
The sectors could be focused on either services ,educational or
healthcare sectors. In the Egyptian context many of these
interventions could be spotted such as the ‘100 school ‘project
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done by Heliopolis NGO for services under the supervision of
Suzan Mubarak the first lady of the former president Hosni
Mubarak.
•

Planning and partial Readjustment: In that mode different
tools are used to create empty lands for public amenities and to
increase the safety and accessibility of internal streets by
widening the streets and carefully re-planning the area. That
usually leads to a higher land value and more connected healthy
community but limited to small communities.

3.3.3. The integrated Approach:
In that approach, a set of different set and tools are used from both of the
previous two models. There is no definite approach that could be used. That
depends on various variables and data collected from each case and the
correlated socio economic conditions. The most important part in that approach
is to keep the negative impact of any external development to the minimal while
maximizing the possible benefit and also maintain economical and feasible
process not to ambitious or too conservative.
In order to achieve that a comprehensive development plan should be put
including all the different stakeholders and drawing strategies by negotiations
and trying to maintain maximum interest for all the beneficiaries (Abdelhalim,
2010)
That approach however is to wide and broad to narrate and includes more
objectives to serve such as (Social inclusion, Poverty reduction, Good
governance and a sustainable urban development).
In the following diagram a concluding diagram shows the previous approaches
and modes for faster recap.
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Figure 9 Conclusion of the Urban development approaches in informal areas
Source: Author based on various references
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3.4. Development of the Informal areas in the Egyptian

context.
The present sub-chapter will provide a condensed overview of the development
of informal areas in Cairo, concentrating on aspects that are relevant for the
understanding of the context for the chosen case study.
Cairo’s rapid urbanization within the last decades can be described as being
dominated by an informal development. Current figures indicate that around
60% of Egypt’s Urban development is informal
As mentioned before In the informal areas timeline, The rapid development of
the informal areas essentially happened by disregarding the Unified building
law (Sims, 2010), and due to several fostering socioeconomic reasons. The state
however preferred to stay in denial. This state didn’t come from the lack of
information of such practices on contrary; The state left these activates to grow
knowing that they neither can stop it or provide an adequate solution. That
don’t mean that the Egyptian state did intervene in some cases, The motives
were usually strong media pressure or political interest (Mike, 2004).
The Egyptian government despite the different eras did have a single consistent
singular point of view to solve the problem; since the 1970’s the establishment
of the new urban communities agency NUCA declared the state approach.
‘conquering the desert ‘was the slogan. However, this narrow point of view
seized the problems only to a matter of insufficient number of available housing
units. Regardless of the correlated socioeconomic aspects that could heavily
hinder or foster any effort exerted using that ideology (Samper, 2012).
The state invested.
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3.5. Issues of Informal areas development in Egypt.
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Chapter4: The case studies

4.1. Introduction.

This chapter is devoted to study two relevant cases in the Egyptian context in
order to answer the main research question of the research (after a brief
introduction of the related necessary literature review of the discourse.
That helped to give a better understanding to the desired case study and to
understand the types of interventions to focus on in order to

and after paving

the way in the previous chapters by giving brief overview of the informal
housing discourse to understand the different views and definitions that formed
the key to structure the method used to answer the main research question .
As a start the chapter goes through the history of the two study areas (Izbet
Khairallah and Manshiyat Nasser to first understand the history and the
foundation steps of these informal communities, in addition the interventions
done to enhance the living conditions done by the different stakeholders. based
on the previous two chapters.
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Firstly the chapter will provide a brief introduction to the two case studies
accompanied by a timeline showing the six steps of informal areas foundation
as concluded from chapter two; backed up with facts and dates and highlighting
the main turning points.
Secondly, the chapter will present a brief catalogue of the major
interventions done in the study areas and classified according to the three main
categories which are: Basic Infrastructure, Hosing upgrading, Health care and
social services.
Finally the chapter will go through the carried out survey in both areas and
will compare the results against each other to analyze and asses the measures
done

to

improve

them.

This last part is formulating the major core of the discussion in the following
chapter as the researcher will interpret the results based on the data collected in
the field survey and then analyzed by using the SPSS program. The discussion
encloses the interpretation of the result form the researcher’s point of view .
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4.2. Methods and tools.

The two case studies were differently addressed by the researcher in
terms of the field work conduction. The first difference was the introduction to
the community in both areas. For Manshiyat Nasser area it was a brief
introduction by one of the active NGOs in the area which is ‘Ana El-Masry’
NGO. The researcher was accompanied by members of the NGO throughout the
fieldwork phase and the data was collected by him and two other members of
the NGO. The area of Izbet Khairallah however was differently introduced to the
researcher as it was the main case study for the Integrated case study during the
third semester of his master’s program. So during that period he was already
well connected and introduced to the community through the course as a
neutral researcher and not belonging to any NGO or CBO yet have connections
with

them.

It should also be mentioned that the main field work that was carried out in
Izbet Khairallah area was done in cooperation with two other fellow architects
Nourhan Mohammed and Mohammed Abedo according to a survey plan that
was put by the researcher to insure the same standards.
The structured interview was the tool that was chosen by the researcher
in order to carry out his field work investigation. The mentioned tool was used
in order to allow the researcher to collect both required specific data as well as
allowing some room for flexibility while talking to people to know other
information that is related to the questions but not directly recorded in the
survey cards. in order to measure the satisfaction of the residents of the
different provided services in their areas. The structure of the interview was
formulated in the form of a quality of life study that tackles the impact of the
interventions done cross cutting several aspects. The research will assess the
satisfaction of the residents concerning the provided services.
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To Both case studies get at the beginning a brief profiling of the area concerned
with these points:
•

The population numbers and any available demographic studies.

•

The main economic drivers in the area.

•

A brief historical review viewing the different stages of the Informal area
foundation and the existing services in the area.

4.2.1. Structured interview contents:

For the imperial data collection part, the data were collected by using the
structured one to one interviews to cover the following points that have been
mentioned in the UN-habitat report (UN-HABITAT, 2014),which aimed to
assess the informal areas development thorough a set 0f criteria that is based
on the adequate housing criteria declared by the UN report in 2003 as the
following :
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•

Right to land and housing
•

Land and housing tenure security

•

Adequate not overcrowded housing (not more than 2 persons per
room)

•

Housing built with permanent materials

•

Housing with its own toilet or sanitation services

•

Adequate housing selling and renting available at affordable
prices

•

•

Basic infrastructure
•

Available drinkable water supply

•

Available latrines or sewage services without contamination

•

Available drainage preventing flooding

•

Available power connection (electricity and gas)

•

Available telecommunication, Internet, etc services.

Accessibility
•

Available adequate green areas well maintained

•

Available pre-schools, primary and secondary schools

•

Available hospitals and health center for primary and secondary
attention
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•

Availability coverage of political service, religious places and
civil defense

•
•

Available services of public lighting and public cleaning

Equipment
•

Available

sidewalks

and

pavements

allowing

vehicular

movements.
•

Available bridges and traffic stop ensuring street safety

•

Available public transport (trains, metro, etc) to cover long
distances

•

Available services of buses, taxis, motorbike and bikes to cover
short distances

•

Availability of ambulances, fire brigades, police and civil defense
reacting on time in case of accidents

•

Sustainability
•

Food security

•

Availability of work, social security and income generation
opportunities.

•

Capacity to save expressed as income percentage per household
and its reinsertions in habitat priorities.

•

Tolerance and acceptance of multiple communities with different
cultures and incomes

•
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Initiatives available to reduce disaster risks

4.2.2. Sampling:
The informal areas in Cairo is not an easy case in terms of collecting accurate
statistics or official numbers about them. The numbers of both how many
Informal areas that Egypt have as well as the population living there remain s
unknown or to be more precise not accurately calculated till the moment
(Séjourné et al., 2009, p. 29). According to the same reference and by
comparing different official numbers, the inaccurate and contradicting numbers
makes it nearly impossible to define a certain figure that could be used to make
a representative sample. The following sample method have been followed in
order to make the survey as representative as possible and to reduce the bias to
the minimum.
Despite the small sample size in relation to the unavailable accurate population
counts in both of the study areas, The research tried to use a set of sampling
techniques to better serve the goal of the research, The followed sampling
techniques were:
•

The samples in both cases were taken following one main street as a
datum and taking secondary street branches cross cutting different
zones in the target areas as shown in following figure.
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Figure 11 The samples path in Manshiyat Nasser Area
Source: Author based on google earth imagery 2015

Figure 10The samples path in Ezbet Khairallah Area
Source: Author based on google earth imagery 2015
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The samples were taken interviewing residents door by door.
•

nearly half of the samples in both areas were taken from the main
streets, while the other half were taken from secondary ones.

•

Due to the nature of the study areas the head of the family is usually the
one to be interviewed.

•
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The number of samples in each area is as the following:
o

34 structured interviews in Izbet-Khairallah area.

o

5o

structured

interviews

in

Manshiyat

Naser

area.

4.3. Profiling the area of study
The two case studies are considered two of the most congested informal areas in
GCR in addition to having a long history of consolidation and development over
the years. The following part will briefly go through the history of both areas
and the major events that helped or hindered the development over the years.

4.3.1. The Historical background.

♦ Manshiyat Nasser:
Figure 12 Manshiyat Nasser administrative boundaries
Source: Author based on GIS-Unit, PDP, GTZ (2008) and google earth imagery

With a population of 650,000 capita, Manshiyat Nasser is considered one of
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the biggest informal urban agglomerate not only in Egypt but also in the
world(Sims, 2010). 2 The area of Manshiyat Nasser used to be a limestone
quarry and that justifies the different contours and the cliff that separates the
area from the nearby Mokattam mountain which formed the so called cliff
overlooking the area and in some places mixing with the settlement such as the
case in El-Deweika area.(Sims, 2010)
This was a brief of the current situation but what was the history behind the
area Urbanization?
The area of Manshiyat Nasser was considered a remote area outside the city till
the 1950’s when the urbanization has sped up to accommodate the new workers
in the factories.
The area was inhabited by people who have been relocated from the nearby
Gamaliyya

district

in

order

to

establish

a

hospital

there.

It was then formally supplied by water and sanitation services by the order of
Jamal Abdel Nasser after the population numbers increased to reach several
thousand inhabitants.
the population of this area was then fragmented between relocated residents,
building workers of Nasr city New settlement by then and some new migrants
from the rural areas looking for jobs in the city.
The areas then by 1970’s attracted the community of Christian garbage
collectors ‘Zabbaleen’ who have settled and used a part of the area for sorting
the garbage as well as recycling it. The informal area started to develop and

2 As mentioned before this is one of many contradicting sources which was based on the MOH and ISDF definition and
numbers
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expand more since then specially after the open door policy that was adopted by
Sadat in the 1980’s. The policy that allowed the free move of the capital and part
of it affected the real-estate

development including the informal sector

Meanwhile the government used it as an opportunity for the poor to settle the
unattractive areas of the city while making living and reduce the number of
unemployment at least unofficially. (ibid)
The district of Manshiyat Nasser was not officially declared as an official part of
Cairo administrative system until 1991.
The area is the most famous informal area in the Egyptian context and therefore
many interventions took place there in order to develop the area. The most two
active agencies in the area were the world bank that provided the area of ‘ElZarayeb’ where the garbage collectors live in the 1980’s, and the GTZ that
implemented a several number of projects there the most remarkable project
among them is the PDP.
With the help of these agencies that worked closely with the NGOs there , the
government started to take actions towards upgrading the area instead of the
old vision that imagined destroying the area and then relocation or the partial
relocation were the only solutions.
In that brief we can find out that the area of Manshiyat Nasser started as a
formal core then had accumulative informal extensions.
As a recap, Manshiyat Nasser have received many interventions throughout its
history and the main basic services were provided long time ago including
sanitation, fresh water and electricity in addition to hospitals , schools and
youth clubs.
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♦ Izbet Khairallah:

Figure 13 Izbet Khairallah boundaries and the intersecting administrative districts.
source: google earth based on Tadamun2013 and the official website of Cairo city districts
(http://www.cairo.gov.eg/areas/RegionData.aspx?RID=ﺍﻟﺠﻨﻮﺑﻴﺔ۲۰%)ﺍﻟﻤﻨﻄﻘﺔ

Izbet Khairallah a dense area that shelters an estimate of 650,00o person
(Tadamun, 2013) has a different story than Manshiyat Nasser. As mentioned
before, Izbet Khairallah has several similarities with Manshiyat Nasser; both of
them are squatter areas on a state-owned land, both are built on the hilly
contours of the surrounding rocky plateaus. However, the settling process and
the struggle of Izbet Khairallah inhabitance are a different story.
The area of Khairallah forty years old was just an empty rocky hill in Maadi.
The area was inhabited by the pioneer settlers in the mid-1970's as job seekers
from Upper Egypt, Delta arrived in Cairo and settled there. The area was not
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qualified for living as it was totally disconnected with barely any infrastructure
in the area, the only advantage was the proximity to the Nile and Maadi district
which makes it an excellent opportunity as a station for job searching. In
addition to the nearly free accommodation.
As in the formal real estate market, the new emerging communities are cheaper
than the existing consolidated ones. The same applies to the informal market of
housing, and Khairallah was that emerging opportunity.
The story till now is quite peaceful and trouble free. Until the land ownership of
Izbet Khairallah was allocated to El-Maadi company for development and
reconstruction (MCDR) by a presidential decree that was issued in 1971 aiming
to make a new housing project there (Tadamun, 2013).
The land was already inhabited by the settlers and the government represented
in Cairo governorate have tried several time to evict the settlers. But each time
the settlers went back and reconstructed their shakes and rebuilt the destroyed
houses. For them there was no other choice as the renting rates rose
significantly in the nearby areas.
The community decided after years of consolidation to unify their efforts to
raise a case against the Maadi company to stop the demolition decree. In
addition, they raised another case claiming the right to buy the land from the
company. The catalyst was the existence of some lawyers and activists among
the residents who helped to raise the awareness of the people and take positive
steps towards the right direction. After fifteen years of prosecution and
particularly by 1999, The supreme council issued a verdict stopping the
administrative decree to demolish Izbet Khairallah . In addition, acknowledge
their right of inhabiting the land as a step towards the legal ownership of the
land beneath their homes. The residents also had a parallel struggle in the
infrastructure provision. It started with self-organized efforts to provide
sanitation and fresh water supplies. For many years the services provision was
the task of the inhabitants until 2010 a mega project of infrastructure was
carried out to supply more than 85% with adequate sanitation and fresh water.
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The Ring road construction was a major event in the history of the area as it
separated Izbet Khairallah agglomerate into two areas; The southern part and
the northern one. as negative It may seem, the households value of the Units
raised due to the better accessibility that the Ring road provided to the area.
Till now the residents of the area are waiting for the supreme council verdict to
be executed and to let the chance for the interested residents to secure their
tenure by owning the land they are settling on. The area though is still
considered and affordable choice for the new job seekers from upper
Egypt.(Alfiky, 2014)
As a recap, the area is now serviced with the necessary basic services such as
sanitation, fresh water, electricity and is indirectly connected to the ring road by
using staircases that link the area to the upper level of the ring road.
Still lacking security of tenure in most of its parts and waiting for evections in
other limited parts that are located on the mountain cliff.

As a conclusion of the previous sub chapter, the following diagram, a combined
timeline of both of the areas shows the main events and turning points
discussed previously.
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Figure 14 The parallel Urban development timeline of Manshiyat Nasser and Izbet Khairallah areas
Source : Author based on various reference

0

4.4. The quality of life survey results.

This part is dedicated to the empirical data results to analyze them and
interpret them. In order to make the results easier and to eliminate the
repetition, the data of both areas are shown and discussed in relation to each
other cross cutting main service sectors.

4.4.1. Basic information:
♦ Gender/Age:

Figure 15 The sample classification according to
the gender in both case study areas

Figure 16 The sample classification according
to the age groups in both study areas

The previous figures show information about the conducted structured
interviews in order to profile the sample. As mentioned before, the samples
selection was based on a spatial method (the first building in each block) and
was not based on either specific gender or age group concerns. For that, the
sample was a mixture with 72% males in Manshiyat Nasser area and 65% in
Izbet Khairallah. Concerning the age, the majority of the samples in both area
falls
0

in

the

range

between

25-44

and

45-64

age

groups.

♦ Place of birth/ Date of moving in:

Figure 18 The sample classification according to Figure 18 The sample classification according to
the date of settling the area in both case study
the place of birth in both case study areas
areas

From the previous two figures, it could be concluded that the residents
interviewed in Manshiyat Nasser area have been in the area for about two
generations as the majority of the sample was born in the area while there is
still an influx of new comers from upper Egypt and the Delta region.
Izbet Khairallah also shows similar demographic pattern in terms of the
consolidation in the area for about one or two generations while the number of
the people born in Cairo and the number of the old residents implies also
another influx of internal migration from adjacent areas of Cairo to the
reasonably priced and connected Izbet Khairallah.
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4.4.2. Basic infrastructure:
♦

Fresh water supply:

Figure 19 water service satisfaction according to the four age groups in both case study areas

For the fresh water supply service in both areas, the service in Manshiyat
Nasser area appears to be satisfying for the different interviewed age groups.
For Izbet Khairallah area, the situation is similar, despite the fact that the
government have supplied the area with the water meter gadgets and the
legitimate connections since 2005. Before that intervention, the people, NGOs
were cooperating to provide the service by self-installed water connections. The
service of course by then was not as good as now, that’s why the satisfaction rate
2

is

3

high

for

this

issue

comparing

to

the

situation

back

then.

♦ Sanitation services:

Figure 20 Sanitation service satisfaction according to four age groups in both case study areas

The sanitation as well as the fresh water supply that was mentioned in the
previous page shows that the residents of both areas are satisfied with the
provided service. As mentioned before, Manshiyat Nasser is the oldest to get the
access to the main services including the sanitation except for ‘El-Zarayb’ area
which was developed after the revolution taking advantage of the instable state
situation

followed.

Izbet Khairallah residents also showed high rate of satisfaction about the
provided services of sanitation but that was a cautious satisfaction as the
4

interviews with the residents showed. Some of the residents specially these who
work in the construction field said that the quality of the installation was not
following the standards (not enough depth, the quality of the used materials
and the time management).for that many problems appears every now and then
and

5

is

maintained

by

the

residents

themselves.

♦ Electricity and gas supply:

Figure 21 Electricity service satisfaction according to four age groups in both case study areas

The Electricity service in both areas is one of the most important services that
the residents seek for since a long time. The electricity service however doesn’t
include only the service installation but expand to include also the operation,
the

consumption

tariff

and

the

consistency

of

the

service.

In both areas, interviewed residents showed a high rate of satisfaction
concerning the service installation and the operation time that was almost all
the day long without any cutouts. However, on the other hand, the consumption
tariff was so high according to some residents in Izbet Khairallah. That is
mainly due to the fact that the calculation system depends on a representative
6

that goes through the whole neighborhood to collect the fees and the meter
readings. Due to the absence of the representative and the fact that some houses
in the area could be skipped for more than three consecutive months, the
consumption is calculated as an accumulative amount for only one month that
leads to usually the promotion of the user to a higher tariff level. That lead to
high consumption average for some users compared to other neighbors with
similar

7

consumption.

♦ Butane gas and natural gas supply:

Figure 23 Butane gas cylinders prices in both areas Figure 23 Natural gas infrastructure installation
desire

This service is one of the main and essential services that is provided to the
residents. The service is provided till now in both areas in the form of the
butane cylinders. The residents showed that the actual price of one cylinder is
between 13 to 25 L.E and in some cases could reach more while the official
declared price in the official selling points is 8 L.E. This shows a high overhead
and implies that the ones controlling this market are swallowing the subsidy
and

make

a

high

profit

out

of

that

basic

necessity.

The residents also showed a high desire to install the natural gas pipe system as
a response to both the accessibility and the price of the service. The main two
obstacles however are first the not ready streets for such intervention as the
company and the civil defense requirements are nor met in the informal areas.
In

addition

to

the

high

installation

cost

for

the

householders.

The First obstacle could be solved by a major rehabilitation project for the
streets

to

serve

also

the

accessibility

in

general.

The second one also could be solved by small loans that could be given by NGOs
or by collectively fund raising systems such as El-Gamyaa system.
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4.4.3. Education, Healthcare services and social welfare:
♦ Education services:
• The preschool education:

Figure 25 comparison of the preschool education level satisfaction

Figure 25 The average commuting time to the nearest
nursery

This set of figures examines the interviewed sample concerning the available
nurseries; the data show that the majority of the residents in both areas are
satisfied with the preschool classes. Many of the residents elaborated that many
of the nurseries exist in the area either private ones or the ones made by the
different active NGOs in the area.
9

For that also the average commuting time in both area falls in the standard
range between 15 and 2o minutes.
• The primary school education level:

Figure 26 comparison of the primary school education level satisfaction

Figure 27 The average commuting time to the nearest
primary school

Concerning the primary school educational level; the data shows that in
Manshiyat Nasser area there is a high satisfaction rate as there are many
schools inside the area. However, in Izbet Khairallah; there is only one primary
school inside the area while most of the residents rely on the nearby schools of
10

Dar El Salam and Misr El Qadima. That is why the satisfaction rate falls in the
range between neutral and dissatisfied.
On the other hand, the lake of primary schools in Izbet Khairallah didn’t affect
the commuting time as the ring road penetrating the area provides decent
connectivity from Izbet Khairallah to the neighboring areas. The down side
though is that the kids have to take a transportation or walk on the ring road
side by side with cars which is extremely dangerous even If an adult is
accompanying them.
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• The preparatory school education level:

Figure 28comparison of the preparatory school education level satisfaction

Figure 29 The average commuting time to the nearest
preparatory school

The preparatory school educational level satisfaction rates show that in both
areas based on the interviewed residents, that the majority’s opinion ranges
from neutral to satisfied about the provided service. The problem however is the
same concerning Izbet Khairallah area as there is no preparatory schools in the
area so they are relying on the nearby schools in Dar El-Salam and Misr ElQadima. That is not usually a problem until The average commuting time is
checked. It could be noticed that the majority of the interviewed sample in Izbet
12

Khairallah need from 20 to 40 minutes to reach the school while in Manshiyat
Nasser only 15 to 20 minutes are needed. The reason for that is that the
students need to take a transportation form the ring road that puts extra
pressure on the families or to walk which takes more time and wastes the
energy of the students.
• The secondary school education level:

Figure 30 5comparison of the Secondary school education level satisfaction

Figure 31 The average commuting time to the
nearest secondary school

Following the same pattern mentioned in the previous two levels of education,
the secondary school is less accessible for both areas That could be understood
from the average daily commuting times in both areas that concentrates in the
range between 40 to 60 minutes.
13

The second obvious observation in the top figures are the satisfaction rates that
are different in both areas. In Manshiyat Nasser area the rates concentration
ranges between neutral to satisfied while in Izbet Khairallah, the rates
concentration ranges between dissatisfied and neutral.
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♦ Health care services:

Figure 32 Health care satisfaction in the two
areas

Figure 33 The accessibility to cheap medicine
in the two areas

The health care services in both areas ranges from satisfied to neutral. The
health care topic however is a big problem in not only the informal areas but
also in the formal ones. The health care in Egypt is a national problem that is
present in the community specially for the lower and lower middle classes who
rely on the governmental health cover and can’t afford private health care
services. The problem for some of the residents as shown in the graph, is the
accessibility of cheap medicine. Also some of them pointed out that some of the
drugs are not available in the subsidized governmental system anymore. At
another part in Manshiyat Nasser area; some residents called for the
establishment of some complementary and luxurious services in the area like
plastic surgery clinics!
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♦ Work satisfaction:

Figure 34 Work satisfaction compared to the different educational levels

Figure 35 work satisfaction

In the previous figures the satisfaction rates are compared to the educational
level in order to look for any relation between them. The figures though shows
different shades of educational levels scattered between the different
satisfaction levels and shows now significant connection.
The obvious result as shown in the below figure is that the overall satisfaction in
Manshiyat Nasser area is higher that the equivalent in Izbet Khairallah. Both
though show an above average overall rate in terms of work satisfaction.
Additional interesting remark that those who are illiterate or have only primary
education are the one who feel very satisfied about their work
16

♦ Work and education relation:

Figure 36 The educational level in comparison to the level of income in Manshiyat Nasser and Izbet
Khairallah areas

This is an interesting comparison between the education levels of the
interviewed and their income as to get an impression of the sufficiency of the
higher education levels to provide better income for its holders.
So as the figures of Manshiyat Nasser that the higher the education level, the
higher the income. The figure also shows that the majority of the interviewed
sample is earning 1000 to 2000 L.E per month.
The case in Izbet Khairallah is following the same pattern that the higher the
education, the higher the income. But the main difference in this case is the
high numbers of the sample in the non-educated category and among them
there are 2 who gain more than 2000 L.E. For Izbet Khairallah area which is
famous for its wood and marble workshops and construction related activities
these results could be justified.
The high paid crafts and the uncertainty of suitable future job opportunity when
reaching a higher level of education, foster the children drop outs and give the
motive to join the work market early in order to support their families.
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4.4.4. Accessibility and public services:
♦ Emergency response time and availability of nearby fire station
and police station:

Figure 38 The availability of nearby
fire/police stations

Figure 38 the Emergency trip time in the two
areas

The previous figures shows the difference between the two areas in terms of the
Emergency

stations

availability

and

accordingly

the

response

time.

It should be mentioned that the response times in Egypt is considered slow
based

on

several

personal

experiences

even

in

well

served

areas.

However, the two graphs shows that in Manshiyat Nasser, the availability of a
nearby Fire/police stations have reduced the response time in emergencies
compared to Izbet Khairallah where there is no such service provided for the
area and the only way to get these services into the area is by relying on the
adjacent districts –the closest is Misr El-Qadima. According to the interviewed
residents of Izbet Khairallah, the other reason why there is a difficulty in
reaching the different zones of the area, is the narrow streets and the
disconnection from the ring road for vehicular movement.
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♦ Nearby Market availability:

Figure 39 The availability of Nearby market

In both areas the accessibility to either the daily or weekly market is very high
due to the fact that one of the main economic activity that is taking place in the
informal areas is trade. The area of Manshiyat Nasser have many markets inside
and one big market overlooking the Autostrad that even the external residents
of the nearby areas visit.
In Izbet Khairallah it is a similar story as there is a main commercial/ market
street in the upper area of the Izba which is street El-Najaah. That is for sure in
addition to several secondary daily shops all over the area.
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♦ Affordable transportation availability:

Figure 41 the external transportation means
availability

Figure 41 the internal transportation means
availability

In terms of different means transportation, both areas show high coverage of
the services for the interviewed residents. In Manshiyat Nasser area; the service
is available due to the high connectivity provided to the area thanks to the
Autostrad road and the nearby Salah Salem street. In Izbet Khairallah; the ring
road which passes through the area have significantly improved the connectivity
to the whole city through that mega project. However, the major difference
between both areas is the existence of public transportation in Manshiyat
Nasser side by said with the private vans and mini vans. On contrary; Izbet
Khairallah is only accessible by private vans and mini vans and internally by
Tuktuks. Even the private transportation stops informally on the ring road
overlooking some staircases implemented by the residents to enter the area.
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Chapter5: Conclusion and main
findings.
This thesis had a main trigger and research question at the beginning which was
‘Have the different upgrading measures and interventions been
done in the informal areas, lead them to evolve and develop? and, if
so how the locals perceive that development?’
In order to answer that question the research started to introduce the terms
‘Informality’ and ‘Urban development’ in a brief literature review. That
introduction helped to choose the two main case studies that was used by the
researcher to do the field survey that aimed to measure the residents’ point of
view and rating for the provided services as a part of the development plans for
their informal areas. As the case study chapter goes, a cross cutting comparison
was formulated to show the different satisfaction rates in both of the case
studies in relation to each other.
The findings of that comparison could be concluded in the following points:
•

The basic infrastructure satisfaction is considerably high in both areas
while a slight difference in the favor of Manshiyat Nasser area could be
noticed due to the fact that it is the older area that got more
interventions. That of course does not deny the fact that most of the
interviewed residents complain about the maintenance which they
mostly do themselves and the cost per month of these provided services.

•

The healthcare sector was satisfactory in both areas with a slight
difference in Manshiyat Nasser due to the establishment of the New
Sheikh Zayyed general hospital in the area. However, the general
problem in both areas for many of the interviewed samples is the
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accessibility to subsidized medicine due to the limited supply and
variety. That forces most of them to get the medicine either on their own
expenses or with the help of the NGOs working in the area.
•

For the education sector, It is noticed in the two areas that the higher
the education level, the lower the satisfaction rates. That is mainly due
to the daily travel time. For the preschool stage it is not a problem as
there are many nurseries that acts as successful local business field and
helps working mothers to take care of the children. Schools however are
usually located outside the area (in Izbet Khairallah case) or far away
from most residents due to the limited availability of lands that can hold
public facilities like schools. Also one main reason of the school drop
outs is the child labor.

•

The work satisfaction rates are above satisfactory in both areas. The
interesting remark though is that the illiterate and those who have only
primary education work in the crafts field or in the garbage collection for
a good rate. As normal the higher the education level the higher the
income rate and then the work satisfaction.

•

The main significant difference that may have been a cross cutting
reason in all the survey results is accessibility. While Manshiyat Nasser
is more accessible and connected via paved road, public and private
transportation, Izbet Khairallah have a problem because of the ring road
that slices the area into two parts. The only vehicular accessibility for
Izbet Khairallah is through three tunnels that connects both parts and
there is no direct access to the area via the ring road except for
pedestrian stairs alongside the ring road. That factor makes the
travelling distances longer and more coasty due to the several needed
transitions. That also explains the poor response times in case of
emergency for Izbet Khairallah in comparison to Manshiyat Nasser.

All the above conclusions are illustrated in the following collective figures.
22

Figure 42 Satisfaction rates conclusion
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As a final remark; The research was testing the satisfaction rates of the
residents in Manshiyat Nasser and Izbet Khairallah according to a field research
done by the researcher in year (2015) about the provided basic services
regardless of how they were implemented. That could be a valid measuring
point for monitoring the change in satisfaction due to the different new
economic conditions. The research did not test the public participation in urban
development process.

Future work:
•

Comparing the participation as a tool in the urban development in
relation to the actual public satisfaction using the results of this research
and apply it on a specific sector scanning different valid projects in that
field.

•

Further investigating mobility in relation to the overall satisfaction in
Izbet Khairallah and trying to find out smart solutions to be
implemented in the area to make it more safe and connected.
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Appendices.
There should be two main documents:
•
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The main survey papers that was used in the field work
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ﻣﻠﺨﺺ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﺎﻟﺔ
ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻴﺎﺕ ﻭﺍﺣﺪﺓ ﻣﻦ ﺃﻛﺜﺮ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮﻋﺎﺕ ﺗﻨﺎﻭﻻً ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻮﻗﺖ ﺍﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ ﺧﺎﺻﺔً ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻝ ﺍﻟﻨﺎﻣﻴﺔ،
ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ ﻟﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻷﺳﺒﺎﺏ ﻣﻦ ﺃﻫﻤﻬﺎ ﻋﺪﻡ ﻛﻔﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﻹﺳﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺮﺳﻤﻲ ﻟﺘﻠﺒﻴﺔ ﺍﺣﺘﻴﺎﺟﺎﺕ
ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﻳﺪﻓﻌﻬﻢ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺧﻠﻖ ﺣﻠﻮﻝ ﺧﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﻬﻢ ﻟﺘﻮﻓﻴﺮ ﺍﻟﻤﺄﻭﻯ ﻋﺒﺮ ﺍﻹﺳﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻲ.
ﺑﺮﺯﺕ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻓﺘﺮﺓ ﺍﻟﺨﻤﺴﻴﻨﺎﺕ ،ﻭﻛﺎﻥ ﻟﺴﻘﻮﻁ ﺻﺨﺮﺓ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﻳﻘﺔ ﺑﻤﻨﻄﻘﺔ
ﻣﻨﺸﻴﺔ ﻧﺎﺻﺮ ﻓﻲ  ۲۰۰۸ﺩﻭﺭﺍ ً ﻛﺒﻴﺮﺍ ً ﻓﻲ ﺟﺬﺏ ﺍﻧﺘﺒﺎﻩ ﺍﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻟﻬﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ ،ﺗﺒﻊ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺣﺪﻭﺙ
ﻧﻘﻠﺔ ﻧﻮﻋﻴﺔ ﻭﺗﺒﻨﻲ ﺃﺳﻠﻮﺏ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻌﻬﺎ ،ﻭﻣﻨﺬ ﺫﻟﻚ ﺍﻟﺤﻴﻦ ﺣﺪﺛﺖ ﺍﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ
ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺧﻼﺕ ﺑﻐﺮﺽ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻤﻴﺔ ﻭﺗﻢ ﺗﺒﻨﻲ ﺍﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻻﺳﺘﺮﺍﺗﻴﺠﻴﺎﺕ ﻟﻠﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻊ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﻈﺎﻫﺮﺓ،
ﻭﻛﺎﻥ ﺭﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎءﺓ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﺎﻁﻖ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻴﺔ ﺃﺣﺪ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻻﺗﺠﺎﻫﺎﺕ.
ﻳﻬﻒ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺇﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﺎﻗﺸﺔ ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮ ﺍﺳﺘﺮﺍﺗﻴﺠﻴﺔ ﺭﻓﻊ ﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎءﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﺪﺧﻼﺕ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻤﺜﻠﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻭﺟﻬﺔ
ﻧﻈﺮ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ،ﻭﻫﺬﺍ ﻳﻌﻄﻲ ﻣﺆﺷﺮﺍ ً ﻋﻦ ﻛﻴﻔﻴﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﻘﺒﺎﻝ ﺍﻟﺴﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﺤﻠﻴﻴﻦ ﻟﻬﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺧﻼﺕ
ﻭﺍﻟﻤﺸﺮﻭﻋﺎﺕ ،ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺍﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻘﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﺘﺮﺓ ﺍﻷﺧﺮﻯ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﻗﺪ ﻳﺤﻤﻠﻮﻧﻬﺎ ﻋﻦ ﺗﻠﻚ
ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺧﻼﺕ ،ﻭﻭﺿﻊ ﺫﻟﻚ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻻﻋﺘﺒﺎﺭ ﺳﻴﺴﺎﻋﺪ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﻫﺬﻩ ﺍﻟﺘﺪﺧﻼﺕ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ .ﻭﻗﺪ ﺗﻢ
ﺗﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻫﺪﻑ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺑﻮﺍﺳﻄﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﻬﺠﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺎﻟﻴﺔ:
ﺍﻟﺒﺪء ﺑﺎﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻓﻲ ﺃﺩﺑﻴﺎﺕ ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻉ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻴﺎﺕ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻔﺼﻞ ﺍﻷﻭﻝ ،ﺑﻌﺪ ﺫﻟﻚ ﻳﻨﺎﻗﺶ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ
ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺢ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻤﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﺮﺍﻧﻴﺔ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻄﺒﻴﻘﺎﺕ ﺫﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﺼﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﺎﻁﻖ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻴﺔ ،ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﺇﻟﻰ
ﻣﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﻣﺨﺘﺼﺮﺓ ﻟﻤﺆﺷﺮﺍﺕ ﺟﻮﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﻴﺎﺓ ﺫﺍﺕ ﺍﻟﺼﻠﺔ ،ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﻟﻘﻴﺎﺱ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻤﻴﺔ .ﻳﺒﺪﺃ ﻓﺼﻞ
ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺪﺍﻧﻴﺔ ﺑﺎﺧﺘﻴﺎﺭ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﺘﻴﻦ ﻓﻲ ﺇﻗﻠﻴﻢ ﺍﻟﻘﺎﻫﺮﺓ ﺍﻟﻜﺒﺮﻯ ﻭﺍﻟﻠﺘﺎﻥ ﺗﻌﺮﺿﺘﺎ ﻟﻠﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ
ﺍﻟﻤﺸﺮﻭﻋﺎﺕ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺷﺮﻛﺎء ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻤﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻔﺎﻋﻠﻴﻦ ﺑﻬﻤﺎ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻔﻬﺎ ﻛﺘﻨﻤﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ
ﻧﻔﺲ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﻗﻊ ،ﺭﻛﺰﺕ ﺍﻟﺪﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻴﺪﺍﻧﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﺤﺼﻮﻝ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻧﻄﺒﺎﻋﺎﺕ ﻭﺁﺭﺍء ﺳﻜﺎﻥ ﻫﺎﺗﺎﻥ
ﺍﻟﻤﻨﻄﻘﺘﺎﻥ ﻋﺒﺮ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻼﺕ ﻣﻨﻈﻤﺔ ﺗﻢ ﺇﻋﺪﺍﺩﻫﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻗﺒﻞ ﺍﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ ﻭﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻢ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻤﻬﺎ ﻟﺘﺴﺘﻌﺮﺽ
ﺍﻟﻌﺪﻳﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺠﻮﺍﻧﺐ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺸﻤﻞ ﺍﻟﺒﻨﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺘﻴﺔ ﺍﻷﺳﺎﺳﻴﺔ ،ﺇﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻮﺻﻮﻝ ،ﺍﻟﺘﻌﻠﻴﻢ ،ﺧﺪﻣﺎﺕ
ﺍﻟﺮﻋﺎﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﺼﺤﻴﺔ ،ﻭﻓﺮﺹ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ.
ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻨﻬﺎﻳﺔ ﻳﺨﻠﺺ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺃﻥ ﺳﻜﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﻤﻨﻄﻘﺘﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻌﺸﻮﺍﺋﻴﺘﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻠﺘﺎﻥ ﺗﻢ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺘﻬﻤﺎ ﻳﺸﻌﺮﻭﻥ
ﺑﺎﻟﺮﺿﺎ ﺍﻟﻰ ﺣﺪ ﻛﺒﻴﺮ ﺗﺠﺎﻩ ﺍﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎﺕ ﺍﻷﺳﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ ﺇﻟﻴﻬﻢ ،ﺇﻻ ﺃﻧﻪ ﻣﺎﺯﺍﻝ ﻫﻨﺎﻙ ﺷﻜﺎﻭﻯ
ﺑﺨﺼﻮﺹ ﺍﻟﺼﻴﺎﻧﺔ ﻭﺟﻮﺩﺓ ﺍﻟﺘﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ ﺇﻟﻰ ﺍﻟﺮﻏﺒﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﻨﻔﻴﺬ ﺍﻟﻜﺜﻴﺮ ﻣﻦ ﺧﺪﻣﺎﺕ ﺍﻷﺧﺮﻯ
ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﻳﺮﻭﻥ ﺍﻥ ﻟﻬﺎ ﺃﻭﻟﻮﻳﺔ .ﻳﻘﺪﻡ ﺍﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﻓﻲ ﺍﻟﻨﻬﺎﻳﺔ ﻧﻘﺎﻁ ﺃﺧﺮﻯ ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ﺍﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﻲ ﻭﺫﻟﻚ ﻟﻺﺟﺎﺑﺔ
ﻋﻦ ﺍﻷﺳﺌﻠﺔ ﺍﻟﺘﻲ ﻟﻢ ﻳﺘﻄﺮﻕ ﺇﻟﻴﻬﺎ ﻭﻁﺮﺡ ﺑﻌﺾ ﺍﻟﺠﻮﺍﻧﺐ ﺍﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻘﺔ ﺑﻬﺎ.
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